Drawing Media 2 Inspiration Photos
use your own camera or phone for originality
these can be printed in black and white to begin the semester
I am looking forward to working with you next year. Your talent and interest in art is a
gift that will be fun for you to explore. For you to be successful in class you should
remember that Drawing 2 is an advanced level class and students are required to be
highly self-motivated. The projects are detailed and lengthy and there is no time in
class to be searching for inspiration photos.
Specific due dates will be given and strictly observed. Generally, no late credit is
given. To ensure that you will complete the assignments you must use class time for
drawing or art research only.
Therefore, I require that you bring to class, on the first day, many examples of the
following photos that may be useful in your work:
Choose 2 or 3 of the following themes and collect images that best illustrate them:
attention to detail
bent out of shape
full speed ahead
on the edge
shades of change
ups and downs
systems
layering
interactive
Human hands – in various poses (we will use pencil)
Something to hold –actual objects that you bring in– we will discuss this in class
People’s faces showing emotion – especially close-ups (we will use pencil)
People in various poses – extreme, athletic, resting (we will use brush and ink)
Anything that you see that looks interesting to you
All photos should be printed in black and white.

The projects may change slightly, but you should at least have a collection of these
ideas. Continue to collect source material all year.
No collection on the first day?
Expect 1 point off the first project for each day it is missing. Missing for 13 days? The
project grade would be 0.
Remember, in the interest of integrity and honesty, your own photos result in original
artwork. Using a copyright free photo is sometimes necessary but the result is not truly
your own.
Begin looking for these in June. Waiting until August 15 will be obvious to me and will
affect your grade on each project.

